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Sell a guide for home sellers
1. How Much Will It Cost Me to Move?
2. What’s Your Home Worth?
3. Pricing Your Property
4. EPCs Explained
5. Expect Great Service – Selecting the Best Agent for YOU
6. First Impressions Last – How to Present Your Home
7. Negotiating the Deal!
8. You Have A Buyer – So What Happens Now?
9. Arranging Your Next Mortgage
10. Ready To Go? What You Need to Know!

Hancock Property have made every effort to present relevant and correct information this guide.
Please note that it is for guidance purposes only and you should always check and agree
individual contracts and terms with all your key interactions in the house selling process.

INTRODUCTION
Selling your home is not something you do every day, so it’s
important to plan carefully and be fully informed from day one.
Your property is probably the most valuable asset you own, so
seek expert advice from an experienced and trusted estate
agent.

This free guide aims to help you through every stage of the
process, from pre-marketing to moving day. Of course if
there’s anything else you need to know just ask a member
of the team at Hancock Property and they’ll be more than
happy to help!

Whatever your reason for selling, your main objective will
be to get the best, most realistic price for your home and
achieve it in the shortest period of time.

HOW MUCH WILL IT COST ME TO MOVE?
Before putting your house on the market, take some time to figure out your finances –
budgeting for a move is essential - How much is it going to cost you to move?
ESTATE AGENT FEES
Fees vary on the chosen method of sale. By using an online
estate agent instead of a high street agent, the upfront fees
can range upwards of £399 – but be warned that there may
be many ‘extras’ that would be included if you were to use
a high street agent such as Hancocks. Things like a For Sale
board, viewings and newspaper adverts are often upfront
additional costs. You don’t normally get a no sale no fee
guarantee – so if you don’t sell you start (and pay) all over
again.
The estate agent with a high street presence will charge either
a fixed fee or a fee based on the final sale price (around 1%
to 1½%). This will include all the costs of marketing, viewings
and chasing progress with solicitors once a sale has been
agreed. High street agents normally offer a no sale no fee
service so the risk is all with them and you only pay when
they deliver a sale completion for you – the pressure is on
them to sell or they don’t get paid!
Some agents will offer a mixture of both services. The only
word of caution we would say is the phrase “Buy Cheap, Buy
Twice”. Put that phrase in Google if you want examples.
MORTGAGES – EXITING & ARRANGING NEW
Look out for any early redemption penalties, administration
fees and exit fees on your current mortgage. Always seek
expert advice from a mortgage broker. It’s important to shop
around for your next mortgage deal. Do your sums and don’t
forget to factor in mortgage arrangement fees.

EPC
By law you are required to obtain an Energy Performance
Certificate when you market your home. Prices for an EPC
can range from £50-£150. Your estate agent should be
able to organise a quote from an Energy Assessor or you
can source an assessor yourself. Remember an EPC for a
property is valid for 10 years so check the central register to
see if one already exists.
HOME SURVEY ON NEXT PROPERTY
When you find the next property you want to buy, get quotes for
different types of survey available. Your mortgage company
will instruct a surveyor to provide a mortgage valuation,
which is a basic survey. Look at the costs of obtaining a
Homebuyer Report or Full Building Survey, depending on
what type of property you intend to purchase. Obtain quotes
from Chartered Surveyors as a more in-depth survey could
prevent you from making a very costly mistake.
STAMP DUTY
Always remember to factor in the stamp duty payable on
your next purchase.
Purchase Price
Stamp Duty Payable as
Percentage of Total 			
Purchase Price
Up to £125,000
0%
Over £125,000 – £250,000
2%
Over £250,000 – £925,000
5%
Over £925,000 – £1,500,000
12%
Over £1,500,000
12%
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WHAT’S YOUR HOME WORTH?
Always conduct your own preliminary research – look at the
property websites and visit estate agents to see what prices
are being asked for properties like yours.
It’s a good idea to seek several opinions from local estate
agents and take an average of their opinions.
When you arrange to have a valuation with Hancock
Property we’ll be giving you a ‘value for your home’ not just a
‘price for your house’ – the valuation we give will be realistic
and genuine, with the full expectation that your property will
sell. Always remember the true value of your property will
ultimately be determined by the purchaser and what they
are prepared to pay.
We like to do our homework and research before we come
and see you, so we can value your home accurately and
for this reason we’ll always ask you for details of your home
when you book the appointment. We’ll discuss the age, style,
number of rooms, how long you’ve lived there, size of garden,
improvements made and also your onward plans, so we can
make sure you’re kept up to date with any properties coming
onto the market locally that may be suitable for you.
Using our experience and knowledge of the local market,
we’ll look at similar houses and their sold prices and what
else is on the market locally. We also use house price indices
from Halifax, Nationwide and Land Registry to work out a
current value based on what you paid for the property.

reassured about who you’ll be opening your door to. If the
property is empty we’re happy for you to arrange for us to go
in with a key, or we’ll meet a representative on your behalf,
then we’ll call you to discuss the property and its value after
the appointment.
When we visit your property, before looking at the house we’ll
sit and discuss the procedure with you. We’ll then ask for a
guided tour and ask you to point out any relevant aspects of
your home along the way (upgrading, extensions, etc). We’ll
also use a laser measure to accurately record the size of
your rooms and work out the total floor area of your home, to
enable us to compare the property with similar houses we’ve
sold on a ‘price per square foot’ basis.
We’ll discuss what you can expect from us in terms of
customer service and we can help you plan your move by
providing information about the costs involved. Once we
understand your motivation for moving, we can provide a
tailor made marketing package to suit your needs. We can
usually give you our recommended marketing price for your
property at the time of the appointment, however, if you
have a very individual or unusual property we may need to
research further following the appointment before giving you
our considered value.
We’ll always follow up our valuations in writing with 48 hours
of the appointment and then give you a call to answer any
further questions you may have.

Once we’ve arranged a mutually convenient day and time to
see you and your home, we’ll write to you with a confirmation
letter which will include a photo of our valuer, so you can feel

PRICING YOUR PROPERTY
One of the most important decisions to make is the price
to ask for your home. A realistic pricing strategy will assure
you that you’ll obtain your asking price, or very close to it,
within a reasonable period of time. Like you, your agent will
have a keen interest in getting the best possible price for your
home – the selling fee provides the agent with the incentive
to achieve the highest possible price.

where your home should be. Overpricing can also lead to
purchasers having higher expectations of your property,
leading to their disappointment and a lost opportunity for
you.
Accurately priced properties get more interest in online
property searches and sales are agreed in a much shorter
period of time.

Getting the price right from day one is key. Remember, hot
buyers know your local market – price too high and they
won’t be interested. You may miss buyers in the price range
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EPCs EXPLAINED
The Energy Performance Certificate provides two key pieces
of information about your property – ratings of the energy
efficiency and the environmental impact.
Ratings come on a scale of A-G (similar to those found on
new kitchen appliances), with A being the best rating. This
means that home owners and occupiers can compare
the energy efficiency of different properties in a similar way
to comparing the energy performance of a new fridge or
freezer.

An EPC is required whenever a property is marketed and the
certificate remains valid for ten years.
An EPC can only be produced by a registered Domestic
Energy Assessor or a surveyor who is a member of an
approved Government Accreditation scheme.
There are certain exemptions and your estate agent will
be able to advise if your property falls into an exemption
category.

The EPC will also include a ‘Recommendation Report’ listing
potential improvements that can be made to a property in
order to cut fuel bills, improve energy efficiency and reduce
carbon emissions.

EXPECT GREAT SERVICE – SELECTING THE BEST AGENT FOR YOU
There are many factors to take into consideration when
selecting the right agent to sell your home. Never choose an
agent based solely on who gives you the cheapest fee or the
highest selling price!
The estate agent’s role is to help you achieve your sale in
the most efficient manner possible. Choose an agent you
feel comfortable with – you need to be able to work together
closely.
Do your research – word of mouth is the best recommendation
so ask friends, family and colleagues. Check out testimonials
on the agent’s website.
Does the agent sell property like yours? Call into the office
so you can talk to the staff and see if you would be happy if
they were handling the sale of your property.
Always make sure the agent you choose belongs to a
professional body such as the OEA (Ombudsman for Estate
Agents), NAEA (National Association of Estate Agents) or
RICS (Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors).
Does the agent advertise on the UK’s most popular property
websites, Rightmove and Onthemarket.com?
Experience counts – avoid letting an inexperienced agent
handle your biggest asset.

Will more than one member of their team be able to visit your
home and talk enthusiastically to potential buyers?
And always make sure that if an agent is running a promotion
that you check the small print first!
It’s important that you negotiate with the agent to the get
the best commission rate that you can, but remember the
lowest rate doesn’t mean the best service – if an agent
can’t negotiate the best price for their service, how will they
negotiate the best price for your home?
Always read an Agency Agreement carefully – there are
several types of agreement, the most common being:
SOLE AGENCY – One agent is appointed by the vendor for a
period where they will be the ‘sole agent’ selling the property.
The agent’s fee is payable by the vendor in the event of the
property being sold.
MULTI AGENCY – This is where the vendor instructs more than
one estate agent, maybe several, each acting independently
of the others. Only the successful agent will receive the fee.
JOINT AGENCY – This is where two or more agents agree to
co-operate in selling a property and share the fee payable
by the vendor.
Always check a contract for ‘sole selling rights’ – this form of
contract requires the agency to be paid its fee even if the
vendor sells the property privately.

What level of service will you receive? Will the agent conduct
your viewings? What are their opening hours and availability?
Where do they advertise? What marketing material will they
provide? How often can you expect updates and feedback?
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FIRST IMPRESSIONS LAST – HOW TO PRESENT YOUR HOME TO THE MARKET
Most buyers will be looking for a home in good condition that
they can move into straight away. A well-presented home will
feel welcoming. It doesn’t have to be a ‘show home’ but it
should always be presented as a comfortable place to live.
Look at your home through the eyes of a prospective buyer
and determine what needs to be repaired, painted, cleaned
and de-cluttered. Your goal is to present your home to look
good and make maximum use of the space.
Carry Out Essential Basic Repairs – even if buyers are willing
to do the repairs after moving in, they will take the cost of the
work off the price they will offer.
Give Your Home ‘Kerb Appeal’ – buyers won’t even come
inside if they don’t like the look of it from the outside. Many
buyers will drive by the outside of house before deciding if
they want to view the inside. Tidy up outside, cut the lawns,
repaint any woodwork, etc.
Make sure your house is spotlessly clean, tidy and free from
odours – buyers get a feel for a property within the first 60
seconds of walking through the front door, so it needs to look
and feel as it they could make it their home.

De-Clutter – less is more – a cluttered house will give the
impression that there’s not enough storage space.
Let there be light – nothing improves the atmosphere of a
property more than brightness. On a dull day switch on the
lights and think about bringing in extra ‘mood lighting’.
Stage Your Rooms – ensure the furniture displayed shows the
purpose of the room. Make it easy for buyers to visualise how
to organise the space on offer.
Clear Personal Items – viewers will find it difficult to imagine
their own belongings in the property if they’re distracted by
all of your personal things, so minimise family photos, artwork
on the fridge, etc.
Don’t get carried away and ‘over-improve’ your property – be
careful to make sure the cost of your improvements doesn’t
exceed the amount of additional money they will bring in
when you sell.

NEGOTIATING THE DEAL!
First and foremost, always let your agent handle the
negotiations! If you’re approached directly politely redirect
the prospective buyer to your agent.
Take into consideration who is making the offer – what can
your agent tell you about the potential buyer? What’s their
chain? How will they finance the purchase? What timescale
do they have in mind for the move? Always ensure your agent
has ‘qualified’ the buyer when they put the offer forward.
Take every offer seriously and don’t be tempted to tell an
unrealistic buyer to ‘get lost’! The most appropriate response
is always a counter-offer, as they may yet return with a figure
that is acceptable. It’s not unusual for several offers and
counter-offers to be necessary to negotiate an acceptable
figure.
Remember, a first offer usually won’t be the best the potential
purchaser can make so ensure your agent negotiates with
them. Both you and the buyer have the same goal; for you
to sell your home and for the buyer to buy it. Work with your
agent to approach negotiations positively and with a winwin frame of mind. Don’t approach the sale as the buyer’s
adversary.

Always respond to an offer in a timely manner – when a buyer
makes an offer that buyer is, at that moment in time, ready to
buy your home. Moods change – don’t lose a sale because
you stalled in replying.
When accepting an offer set clear timescales and objectives.
The sale process will usually take a minimum of 8 weeks, so
set realistic expectations of projected exchange dates.
Remember, many buyers can get cold feet or change their
minds, without penalty, even after having spent money on
surveys.
Even when you accept an offer it is not legally
binding until contracts are exchanged. Similarly, if you
intend to change your mind having accepted an offer, when
a higher offer comes along, you should tell the buyer so
before accepting his offer. This is known as ‘gazumping’ and
although (unfortunately) not illegal, it is not good practice
and it is not encouraged that you simply drop a buyer after
they have paid for legal and administrative expenses.
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YOU HAVE A BUYER – SO WHAT HAPPENS NOW?
When you’ve accepted an offer, your estate agent will issue a Memorandum of Sale to yourself, the buyer, your solicitor and
their solicitor.
Ensure you instruct your solicitor promptly and complete and return any forms they send to you as soon as possible.

In brief summary, these are the conveyancing stages for
SELLING a property:-

If you’re BUYING a property the process is a little more
complicated, briefly summarised as follows:-

1.	Instruct your solicitor and complete and return any forms
they may send you
2.	Your solicitor will prepare a draft contract to send to the
buyer’s solicitor
3.	
Your solicitor will answer any questions the buyer’s
solicitor raises
4.	You will need to sign the contract and agree a completion
date
5. Contracts are exchanged
6.	Your lender will be asked for a redemption figure for your
existing mortgage
7.	A statement will be prepared detailing the balance due
to you or extra payments required
8.	
The transfer deed will be received from the buyer’s
solicitor
9.	The transfer of the property is signed
10.	On completion date your solicitor will check the buyer’s
money is received and then authorise for the keys to be
handed over to the new owner

1. Instruct your solicitor
2.	Your solicitor will obtain the draft contract from the seller’s
solicitor
3. The title to the property will be checked
4. Search funds will be requested and searches applied for
5. Enquiries will be raised
6. Your solicitor will send you the contract and a full report
7. You sign the contract
8.	Your solicitor will ensure searches and enquiry answers
are checked and approved
9.	Your solicitor will receive your formal mortgage offer and
bring to your attention any special conditions
10. The mortgage documents will be signed
11.	Your solicitor will check that the transfer deed has been
signed by the seller, a completion date will be set and
contracts can be exchanged
12.	The mortgage funds and balance of purchase monies
will be requested
13.	
Your solicitor ensures the mortgage advance and
balance of purchase monies are received
14. Final Land Registry searches are carried out
15.	Completion day arrives – the estate agent will let you
know when keys are ready for collection
16. Move in!

The length of time a sale takes to complete depends on a
number of factors including the number of parties in the
chain and their individual timescales, the complexity of the
transaction and whether or not searches and enquiries reveal
something unexpected. It’s best not to book your removals
until contracts have been exchanged and the completion
date is set, to avoid incurring any charges should the date
have to be changed.
Completion can take place any day between Monday to
Friday (not Saturday or Sunday, as the electronic banking
system only operates Monday to Friday, plus most solicitors
do not open at the weekend).
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ARRANGING YOUR NEXT MORTGAGE
Our sister company, Oaktree Mortgages, is an Independent Mortgage Broker and is regulated by the Financial Conduct
Authority. If you need free mortgage and general insurance advice then why not give them a call on 01664 502170 to
arrange for an initial discussion either at their Burton Street, Melton, office or at your own home.

READY TO GO? WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW!
As you get closer to moving date, forward planning and
organisation can minimise the stress of the move.
Once your sale starts progressing:
•
Start packing non-essential items such as out-of-season
clothes and books into boxes
• 
Clear out and dispose of any unwanted belongings –
decide what can be donated to charity and what needs
to go to the tip!
• Obtain written quotes from several removal firms
• Compile a ‘fact file’ for the people who are moving into
your property, to include appliance instruction leaflets and
service information.
• Contact service providers and find out any notice periods
required to transfer to your new address (Sky TV, BT, etc)
Once your moving date is confirmed:
• Check your home insurance and make sure you will have
cover from the day you move into your new home
• Notify utility companies and service providers of your moving
date and confirm arrangements for both the property you
are leaving and your new home

• Visit the Post Office and arrange a re-direction service for
your mail
• Finalise arrangements with your removal company.
• Make arrangements for pets and children that will need
looking after on moving day
• Round up all the keys to your home that may be left with
neighbours and relatives and label them up ready for the
new owners
• Start to empty the freezer, ready to be defrosted
• Make a list of everyone who needs to know about your
move and send out change of address notifications
Moving Day!
•

Ensure you have a separate bag packed with ‘moving
essentials’ such as toilet rolls, tea bags, mobile phone
charger, snacks and cleaning materials
• The estate agent will call you when completion has taken
place and notify you that key release has been authorised
• Take final meter readings of the property you are leaving
and ensure you take readings when you reach your new
home
• Think about getting the locks changed on your new home
– you never know who may still hold keys to the property.
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